Abstract. A standard extension for a poset P is a system C$ of lower ends ('descending subsets') of P containing all principal ideals of P. An isomorphism p between P and 6 is called recycling if
Introduction
Given a partially ordered set (poset) P, define The members of&P are the principal ideals of P, and the members of dP are the lower ends (also referred to as lower segments, lower sets, descending sets, semi-ideals, order ideals etc.). A subset D of P is directed iff every finite subset of D has an upper bound in D (whence D must be nonempty). Directed lower ends are often referred to as ideals (see, e.g., [12] ; observe that in [ll] the word ideal has a different meaning). It is evident that yP:={JD: DC_P,Ddirected] is the system of all ideals, and that each principal ideal of P belongs to J?P. The aim of this note is to demonstrate that. roughly speaking, isomorphisms between posets and certain systems of lower ends can exist only under rather restrictive circumstances. The main theorem will include the following three special results: MARCEL ERNE (a) No poset is isomorphic to the lattice of its lower ends; (b) a poset is isomorphic to the poset of its nonempty lower ends iff it is dually wellordered; (c) a poset is isomorphic to the poset of its ideals iff every ideal is principal.
Statement (a) is due to Dilworth and Gleason [5] , while (c) was shown by Higgs [ 131 for the case of lattices. However, the solution given in [13] involved transfinite techniques, in particular, ordinal numbers and, at several steps, Zorn's lemma. In the present note, we shall give a simple proof requiring neither any ordinals nor any principle equivalent to the axiom of choice. Moreover, our conclusions apply to systems of lower ends which are considerably more general than ideal systems.
Extensions and Completions
In what follows, we mean by a standard extension of a poset P a system fl with AP C_ 0 C &; if, in addition, 0 is a closure system (i.e., closed under arbitrary intersections) then we speak of a standard completion of P (cf. [2, 9] ). Of course, every standard extension is regarded as a poset with respect to set inclusion 5. It is well known that the standard extensions (resp., completions) of P form a system of representatives for the equivalence classes of join-extensions (resp., join-completions) for P (cf. [2, 9, 10, 191) . By an invariant extension (resp., completion) we mean a function 9 assigning to each poset P a standard extension (resp., completion) j!YP such that for every isomorphism q:P+Q, YE gPimpliesp[Y] E pQ(cf.
[S]). Th is notion is strongly related to that of so-called subset systems (cf. [ 1,3, 17,201) . A subset system is a function x assigning to each poset P a collection YP of subsets (not necessarily lower ends) such that at least one %P contains a nonempty set, and for every isotone map cp : P -+ Q, Z E FP implies cp [Z] E XQ.
Any such subset system % gives rise to an invariant extension $' defined by y P = { JZ : Z E FP}. A few examples of invariant extensions obtained in this way from suitable subset systems ,%? are listed in Table I . 
